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WHAT WE DO.

Versilian Studios develops virtual instruments which enable composers and musicians around the world to bring rare, unusual, and unique instruments into their virtual studio and create stunningly realistic compositions.

The process of sampling and developing a virtual instrument is an involved process relying upon a team of highly-trained professionals working in unison to bring together all the moving parts. We bring an experienced, professional network of contractors together to create the greatest value possible while maintaining conscious of all constraints, budget and otherwise.

WHAT WE OFFER.

We want to share your music software product with the world. Whether you are making the next-gen solo violin library or rethinking how DAWs should function, we’re interested in bringing our large network and customer base to your project.

We’ll do everything from reselling to helping you market and designing advertisements for you- or just some free advice! Let us know what you’re working on and we’ll let you know how we might be able to help.
WHAT YOU GET.

We typically split all proceeds to our commercial projects with collaborators according to the split of labor and costs, granting you up to 85% of income for reselling only. With large projects easily grossing over $10,000, this can be a potentially very valuable source of income, especially when we involve our network of trusted resellers around the world. We can also occasionally agree to buy the rights to a product.

We offer complete integration in our ecommerce system so you can double-check our numbers easily and conveniently, and we’ll keep you up to date with how well your product is doing. We will happily maintain your existing brand as a reseller, or integrate the product into our product line; whichever fits your goals most accurately.

LET US KNOW!

If this sounds like something you or your institution may be interested in, please contact us for more information and free consultation.

Best,

Samuel A. Gossner, Founder
Versilian Studios LLC.
contact@versilstudios.net